


Note, that a more elaborated specification would express this communication by a complex object realizing a script.

Interaction relationships basically declare two things: They establish explicit communication channels and specify the control flow in terms of event calling. In most cases, event calling can be seen as an abstraction of the well-known trigger concept in the database community. Event calling realizes a simple synchronous communication concept for coupling several system components.

If we need a more sophisticated application process (similar to sagas or engineering transactions in the database context [11, 32]), we have to declare transient complex objects, where the application process is declared as an active internal process of an object and this object can be destroyed after performing the application process.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we concentrated on the modelling of applications in a (heterogeneous) environment of existing resources. As a modeling framework, an abstract object model along with the logic-based object specification language TROLL has been presented. We have demonstrated our approach by modelling a very simple CIM application example.

The approach should include a set-oriented query facility, which has not been done yet. We think that techniques developed in the context of OODBMS [1, 5] can be used. Further work must also been done on translating TROLL specifications into data models and applications (and back) as well as on re-specifying existing services.
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out okay?: bool;
end interface supplier;

We show only one service in this interface — the event ReceiveOrder having two input parameters and one boolean parameter being set to true after a successful execution of the called service.

The keyword external declares the interface to have an 'unknown' semantics, because otherwise an analysis of the specification would detect an incomplete specification.

The main application is modelled using active objects representing hierarchical assembly plans. Please note that this part of the modelling can be compiled into objects of an OODBMS in a straightforward manner.

Example 6.3 A part can be a basic part or it is composed from several subparts. Basic parts have a CatalogEntry attribute referencing a tuple in the catalog relation. Please remember that PART objects correspond to part descriptions in an assembly plan, not to 'real' parts in the production process.

object class PART
  identification PartName: string;
  template
    attributes
      constant IsBasicPart: bool;
      CatalogEntry: |CATALOG|;

    events
      birth CreatePart;
      Assembly;
      TakeFromStore;
      OrderPart;
      FinishAssembly;

    components
      SubParts: SET(PART);

    constraints
      IsBasicPart => not undefined(CatalogEntry);

  process calling
    Assemble >> AssemblyProcess
    with process AssemblyProcess =
      foreach p in SubParts.ID_SET do
        SubParts(p).Assemble
      od
    -> { IsBasicPart = true } TakeFromStore
    -> { foreach p in SubParts.ID_SET :
           sometime(
             after(SubParts(p).FinishAssembly))
         } FinishAssembly
end process;
end object class PART;

Please note that we have several attributes and manipulation events automatically generated with a components declaration [15, 13]. In our example, the generated set-valued attribute SubParts.ID_SET contains the object identifiers of subparts.

The active process AssemblyProcess of the main part recursively starts subprocesses AssemblyProcess indirectly via enforcing the events SubParts(p).Assemble at each included subpart — this may show the power of using process calling in complex objects.

In this specification example we have used a language feature being an extension of the first TROLL language definition, namely process calling to describe the assembly process triggered by the Assemble event. This is not an extension of the expressive power of TROLL, because we can express the same effect using active phases of objects.

The last thing to do is to connect the different (sub-)systems declared until now. In TROLL, we can do this using two basic formalisms: building complex objects with internal communication, or declaring communication relationships playing the role of abstract communication channels. We will use the latter one.

Example 6.4 In our example, we need two relationships to describe the necessary communication.

relationship PartCatalog
  between PART P, CATALOG C
  where C.oid = P.CatalogEntry;
  calling
    P.TakeFromStore >>
    C.UpdateQOH(C.QOH + 1);
end relationship PartCatalog;

The where clause ensures that the quantity on hand of the correct catalog entry is decreased.

relationship CatalogSupplier
  between CATALOG C, supplier
  calling
    variables b:bool; n:integer;
    { QOH - 1 < CriticalQOH } ==> 
    C.UpdateQOH >>
    supplier.ReceiveOrder(C.PartNo, 
    C.QuantityToOrder,b);
    supplier.ReceiveOrder(C.PartNo,n,true) >>
    C.UpdateOrdered(true);
end relationship CatalogSupplier;
for this task. TROLL is particularly suited to model static and dynamic aspects of applications on a very high level of abstraction. Here we specify new system components.

By establishing communication links between these new system components and encapsulated subsystems we construct a conceptual system model of the complete application.

In the following stage of system design, we refine the new components and represent them through existing components. This is the most difficult part during the development process. The use of the same formalism for modelling the application and the existing services, however, enables the verification of implementation steps because we are able to check whether the implementation chosen fulfills what has been specified on a more abstract level. The use of TROLL makes this analysis step possible both for structural and behavioral properties. First approaches in a similar domain are reported in [9].

After a number of implementation steps we have refined our model such that it can be transformed into a (distributed) application over the services and information sources (e.g., databases).

A sketch of this method is illustrated by Figure 1.

6 A Toy Example

The usefulness of object-oriented specification techniques for conceptual modelling can be demonstrated using a small toy example, which shows relevant properties of typical applications in heterogeneous environments.

The example specification models part of a CIM application, namely the assembly process for composite parts. Of course, we cannot model a realistic application in this paper but have to abstract from modelling details to show general principles.

We assume to have three components affected by the assembly process — a catalog of parts stored in a relational database, a system performing the assembly (on top of an OODBMS to store hierarchical assembly plans), and a system located at a supplier company producing base parts where we only have restricted access via remote transaction calling for ordering parts.

Our aim is to model part of the assembly process of composite parts, where the catalog relation is used (and updated) and if necessary an order for parts is send to the supplier.

Example 6.1 We start with ‘re-specifying’ the relational catalog by defining an object class representing the data stored in the relation.

```java
object class CATALOG
    identification
    PartNo: integer;
    template
    attributes
    Name: string;
    Price: money;
    QOH: integer;
    CriticalQOH: integer;
    QuantityToOrder: integer;
    Ordered: bool;
    events
    birth CreatePartEntry(...);
    UpdateQOH(integer);
    UpdateOrdered(bool);
    ...
    valuation
    variables n:integer; 
    [UpdateQOH(n)] QOH = n;
    ...
end object class CATALOG;
```

We assume that this object class specification is automatically compiled from a relational database schema — we have as events therefore no application specific events but generated update events for each attribute with straightforward valuation. In most cases, we would encapsulate such a generated interface by an external view to avoid misuse and integrity violation [26, 27].

In this example, we have interpreted a relation by an object class where objects correspond to tuples — another possible representation is to interpret a relation as one single object, which is more natural in certain applications. Such an example is given in [27].

For simplicity, we assume to have only one company where we can order parts using remote transaction call. The services of the company offered via an electronic network are modeled by a single object. The modification to several suppliers can be done by specification of an object class instead of a single object.

Example 6.2 The object supplier basically offers a collection of services to be called from the outside. Since we have no complete information on the semantics of the offered services, we model it as an object interface instead of an explicit object.

```java
interface supplier external 
    template
    events
    ReceiveOrder(in partno: integer, 
in quantity: integer,
```
sequential composition, choice and recursion. For an example see the next section.

As mentioned in Section 2, we sometimes have to model system parts that are not completely known with respect to their semantics or parts where only a restricted set of properties is relevant for the new application. Therefore we introduce interfaces. In general, an interface defines a restricted view on objects, i.e. some object properties are encapsulated and may not be used from the outside.

For the modelling of interoperable applications, interfaces may be used to define system components where only parts of the operation and observation signature is known. An interface thus lists the attribute and event signature.

**Example 4.5** As a restricted view of product objects we may define an interface where only the Name and Price attributes are visible and only the event UpdatePrice may be used from the outside.

```plaintext
interface RestrictedProduct
    encapsulating PRODUCT;
    template
        attributes
            Name: string;
            Price: money;
        events
            UpdatePrice(real);
    end interface RestrictedProduct;
```

In general interfaces may also be used to encapsulate design steps following the specification phase. This will be especially useful for newly created (not remodelled) components of the application.

In this section we have given a survey of a simplified TROLL version where only few basic language features needed for the rest of the paper are introduced. For a thorough definition of TROLL see for example [15]. In [13] we describe complex objects and communication, in [26] we describe interfaces, and [28] includes in particular ideas for modularization of object societies.

5 Towards an Application Modelling Method

In this section, we sketch a way how to model applications over a (possibly heterogeneous) environment. The basic idea is to make the heterogeneity of existing (sub-)systems transparent to applications.

We start with the identification of affected (sub-)systems. This can be accomplished by identifying the sources of information the new application deals with and the services that can be used to accomplish its task. Therefore we strongly support the point that each organization should strive to produce a catalog of information sources and services of existing systems.

![Application modelling method](image)

The (sub-)systems then have to be homogenized. This is necessary to advance towards interoperability of heterogeneous subsystems [3]. We propose to remodel existing subsystems using the TROLL-language described in the previous section. The language provides features to model structural and dynamic properties of system components and thus can be used to model information sources and services in an integrated way. We think it is reasonable to distinguish encapsulation without knowing the semantics of services (syntactic encapsulation) and remodelling systems with known semantics.

On the other hand, we have to model the application. As argued before, we may be using TROLL also
tion language based on CSP [14]. The example only states a rather artificial precondition allowing price changes only in a small interval. In general we may refer to the history of an object by means of a past tense temporal logic for preconditions. More complex life cycle descriptions via explicit process definitions are given in the next section.

Besides the description of single objects, we may specify classes of objects by introducing an identification mechanism for instances. The identification mechanism describes the set of external identifiers of instances.

Example 4.2 For product objects we may specify a class:

```java
object class PRODUCT
  identification PartNo: integer;
  template product;
end object class PRODUCT;
```

consisting of part number IDs and templates adopted from the previously defined product objects. The external identifiers are mapped to immutable internal surrogates.

For modelling a system of objects it is not sufficient to specify the objects in isolation. Some objects in a system may be closely connected and form complex objects, other ones are only related by communication channels. In TROLL the former are specified with an inclusion relation, the latter are described with relationships.

Inclusion is the basic language feature to relate separately specified objects. First, with including an object into another object, the (local) signature of the latter is enriched with the signature of the former, i.e. we may use attribute and event symbols of both objects. Moreover, the object semantics of the embedded object is incorporated into the embedding object. That is, we may refer to the actual properties of both objects in the context of the aggregation.

On the language level composite objects are specified as components. Components are either single object instances or lists or sets of instances.

Example 4.3 A store of products may thus be specified in the following way:

```java
object STORE
  template
    components
      Prods: SET (PRODUCT);
  ...
end object STORE;
```

With the specification of components we have generated events and attributes to update and to observe the composition. In case of set valued components these are events like `Prods.INSERT([PRODUCT])` to include product objects and attributes or `Prods.ID_SET` denoting the set of object IDs of product objects currently in the composition.

Communication inside such complex objects is achieved by means of calling. When events $e_1$ and $e_2$ are related by calling ($e_1 \gg e_2$), then the occurrence of $e_1$ forces $e_2$ to occur simultaneously. Thus, calling can be characterized as synchronous communication between the components of a complex object. For examples see the next section.

This simple pattern of communication may be used for objects that are closely related. In specifying object systems we often encounter the fact that we must also loosely connect objects. Consider e.g. the (representation of) the human user of a product object may want to force the event `UpdatePrice` to occur. Here it is unnatural to specify the product as a part of the user object. For this purpose we introduced the relationship construct. Since communication is not buried inside objects, this approach also supports reusing object specifications.

Example 4.4 Suppose we specified an object class USER with an event `SetNewPrice`. With a calling relationship between the user and the product, we achieve the necessary communication.

```java
relationship UserProductInteraction
  between USER, PRODUCT;
  calling
    variables f:real; p: [PRODUCT];
    USER.SetNewPrice(p,f) >>
      PRODUCT(p).UpdatePrice(f);
  ...
end relationship UserProductInteraction;
```

Note that `[PRODUCT]` denotes the identification space implicitly introduced with the specification of the class `PRODUCT`.

Relationships may be refined to communication channels in the following design phase. There, communication channel objects to describe relationships are introduced. These objects are included into the communicating objects, thus gluing together related objects at the specified points in their life cycles [12]. Extending event calling, we may also specify called processes defining complex communication patterns between objects. Processes may be formulated using
and a set of object instances together with a mapping from a set of object identifiers to actual object instances.

The basic mechanism to support communication between objects is event calling. When an event \( e_1 \) calls another event \( e_2 \), then whenever \( e_1 \) occurs, \( e_2 \) must also occur simultaneously (but not vice versa). Thus, event calling is an asymmetric synchronization on event occurrences inside an object, which itself can be composed from several objects using object inclusion. Because of the definition of object embedding, calling is the only way an embedded object can be manipulated by the embedding one.

A more elaborated formalization of these ideas can be found in [16, 26, 13]. For recent developments towards a more sophisticated semantic domain for object systems see [7, 8].

4 Language Features of TROLL

A specification language to be used in interoperable environments must support the description of the conceptual schema according to different viewpoints. Thus, it must offer language features to describe different types of subsystems. One dimension is the remodelling of existing systems and the definition of interfaces to existing systems if the semantics of operations is not completely known. Another dimension is the modellng of components that make up the core of the new application. In order to integrate the different subsystems we have to define suitable relationships and communication channels between them.

We will proceed with the basic language constructs to describe single objects, object classes, the composition of objects to complex objects, interfaces to objects and relationships between objects.

In TROLL the structure and behavior of an object is specified by means of a template, the object itself by a proper name together with the template.

Example 4.1 See for example a product object representing a part in a manufacturing company:

```
object product
template
  attributes
    Name: string;
    Price: money;
    QOH: integer;
  constraints
    QOH >= 0 and Price > 0;
  events
    birth CreatePart(...);
```

```python
UpdateQOH(integer);
UpdatePrice(real);
...

valuation
variables factor: real; n: integer;
[UpdateQOH(n)] QOH = n;
[UpdatePrice(factor)]
  Price = Price * factor;
...

permissions
variables factor: real;
{ factor >= 0.8 and factor <= 1.2 }
  UpdatePrice(factor);
...

end object product;
```

The attributes and events make up the (local) signature of an object. The signature makes up the alphabet underlying the specification of objects.

The attributes define the observable properties whereas the events define the behavior interface of objects. In the constraints section we may describe conditions that must be fulfilled for all possible attribute observations. Here we specified that the QOH of products as well as their price may not be negative. In general we allow for constraints formulated in a future tense temporal logic based on [22, 19].

Events describe the state changing operations of an object. One special event, CreatePart, is qualified as the birth event of the example object. The birth event creates an object and must therefore be the first operation in the object life cycle. For more specific state changes we allow for parameterized events. In the example the event UpdateQOH has an integer parameter. Parameters may be used for data interchange between objects during communication and for defining the effects of events on observations.

Effects on attribute values are specified by means of valuation expressions. A valuation expression describes the effect of an event occurrence (possibly instantiated with appropriate data type values) on attributes in terms of data terms describing the new attribute value. In the example after the event UpdateQOH(n) instantiated with an integer value n occurred the attribute QOH has value n. Note that the formula denoting the new value is evaluated in the object state before the event occurs.

For dynamic objects we must not only be able to describe their behavior in terms of state changing operations but we have to describe also their possible behavior in terms of allowed object life cycles. In TROLL this goal is achieved with preconditions on events (permissions), conditions to be fulfilled for complete life cycles (obligations) or using an explicit process defini-
database to be used by an application. Since we want to use their properties e.g. for consistency checking, such subsystems have to be re-specified in the description formalism used for the conceptual modelling of the application task.

- Other components are completely encapsulated, because they have a high degree of autonomy and allow a restricted access by predefined services only. In many cases, all we know about the semantics of such a system is the signature of services offered to the outside.

- In a global application, we have to deal with dependencies and communication between components. That means that we have to model the concepts to formalize such connections.

- Global applications may be composed from tasks or procedures. A modelling formalism has to be capable of describing such tasks.

We think that a formal object-oriented approach to conceptual modelling is the most promising way to capture these strong requirements. We will present features of such an approach and sketch how it can be used to model applications in an interoperable environment.

3 An Object-Oriented Framework

It seems to be more or less accepted that the object-oriented approach is suitable for the design of information systems [2]. Objects encapsulating structure and behavior can be regarded as basic building blocks of system descriptions [24]. A number of less formal object-oriented modelling approaches are becoming more and more popular in systems design [21].

In our approach, an object is an observable communicating process encapsulated by an access interface. Observations consist of reading its attribute values, object changes over time are driven by occurrences of local events. An event occurrence may be initiated by the object itself (active object) or as a result of a communication with another object (event calling). Both the values of attributes and the possible parameters of events are data values in the sense of abstract data type values.

The basis for a formalization of such an object concept are values structured using the concept of abstract data types (ADTs) [6]. Data values are elements of the carrier set of some ADT. An ADT is defined by a carrier set for data values along with typed functions on this set.

For the formalization of object signatures, we use the notion of a signature as known from the ADT framework. An object signature consists of attribute and event symbols. Attributes are null-ary functions into a certain domain (a data type), events are functions with parameters and a special event sort as domain. The object signature defines the alphabet for an object specification in a formal framework.

The next step is the formalization of object evolutions using linear processes in a process framework. A possible choice is to adopt the life cycle model [16] which defines a process as the set of possible snapshots of events. A snapshot is a set of concurrently occurring events. Special attention must be paid to events that create and destroy an object. Therefore we require the first snapshot in a life cycle to include at least one birth event. If the life cycle is finite, a death event is included in the last snapshot. Note that death events are not required, thus there may be objects that exist infinitely.

The last thing to be formalized for the specification of simple objects is the observation of current object properties. This is achieved by introducing an observation structure associating attribute values with each reachable state of an object. A reachable object state is given by a finite prefix of a possible object life cycle. The observation structure can be described by a mapping of object states (life cycle prefixes) to attribute-value relations [30].

Up to now we have only sketched a formalization of single objects. Another topic is the definition of object composition. Component relations between objects are modeled using structure preserving mappings between objects, the so-called object morphisms [7], which can be be compared to process combination known from process theory. As a special case we have inclusion morphisms where the mapping is supposed to be injective. Inclusion morphisms can be used to explain the embedding of subobjects into objects, i.e. aggregation of objects. The embedded objects are regarded as subprocesses in the enclosing composite object, where only events local to the subobject may have effects on attribute observations (of the subobject attributes).

The step from single objects to sets of objects is done by introducing an identification mechanism for object instances. Again we use ADTs to describe object identifiers. A class type defines a set of identifiers along with a prototype object model (an object template). An object class then consists of a class type
ing database systems, it integrates structural and dynamic modelling of components, it allows us to encapsulate components and supports extensibility of federations through interfaces and communication. The idea is to model the application as objects that are embedded in an environment of interacting objects that represent the data repositories and their services. This view is similar to the one described in [4, 3], although the realization is different.

The paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we list and discuss requirements for the conceptual modelling of global applications in an interoperable environment. In Section 3, we briefly and informally introduce a formal object-oriented framework. In the following Section 4, we describe features of a logic-based object-oriented modelling language (TRoLL [15]) that we think are important in an interoperable environment. In Section 5, we sketch a method on how to model applications over existing system components. Section 6 then illustrates how our approach is applied to a toy example of the CIM field before we give some conclusions.

2 Requirements for Modelling Interoperable Applications

In general, we have some requirements for conceptual modelling of applications which are more or less independent of the specific situation of interoperable environments. We will first summarize these properties before we come to specific effects caused by the aim of having applications in interoperable environments.

- A conceptual model should abstract from implementation details both concerning data structures and computation functions.
- A language for conceptual modelling needs a formal semantics and a corresponding specification logic to enable consistency checking and verification of implementations.
- To model applications instead of pure database structure, we need an integrated formalism to model structure and behavior [10, 18, 20].

Besides these general requirements, we have a special situation if we want to specify application processes in an interoperable environment:

- Typically, we will not build a system from scratch but have to integrate existing subsystems in our application. This leads to two effects:

- We have to ‘remodel’ existing systems, i.e. we have to formally describe existing already implemented systems (as far as possible).
- As a consequence, typical top-down modelling approaches like functional decomposition alone are not sufficient — we need bottom-up techniques as they are for example offered by object-oriented design approaches, too.

- Components of our environment may be heterogeneous with respect to the data model being used and the services being offered. To model an application over heterogeneous subsystems, we need to formalize homogeneous views over heterogeneous databases and services.

- Subsystems may have different degrees of autonomy and encapsulation. Therefore, we have to express e.g. different communication patterns and exception handling. In many cases, we do not know the semantics of services offered by a subsystem because of encapsulation which means that we are not able to completely remodel it.

- A typical situation in interoperable and open environments is that we do not have one complete and fixed global view of our system — and that such a view cannot exist because of extensions and integration of new systems during the lifetime of an application. This effect requires that the specification formalism being used supports modularity and extensibility.

- Application processes are inherently logically distributed computations not necessarily following the classical transaction paradigm, in particular there may be cooperation between transactions.

During the design of an application in such a heterogeneous environment of systems having different degrees of autonomy and encapsulation, we have to formally integrate in our conceptual model different kinds of system components affected by the application process:

- Parts of the complete system will be newly constructed during the design process. In this case, we are free to choose the description framework and we have to completely specify the system structure and behavior.

- Other system parts do already exist, and we have a more or less formal description of their semantics. A typical example is an existing relational
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Abstract

In this paper, we propose an object-oriented logical formalism to conceptually model applications in an interoperable environment. Such an environment consists of heterogeneous and autonomous local (database) systems. Applications in such an environment use several resources and services. Their conceptual modelling involves re-specification of existing systems in terms of homogeneous views, modelling of behavior and system dynamics, modelling of logically distributed components in an open environment and the modeling of communication relationships and dependencies between components. We introduce a formal object-oriented language capable of dealing with these requirements and illustrate its use to model applications in an interoperable environment.

1 Introduction

We are currently facing a situation where more and more applications are aiming at integrating and using data and services of local (database) systems [3]. Information has become a key factor in industry, thus it becomes essential to establish relationships between already existing resources and services (e.g. in CIM and Office Systems). Heterogeneous (or Federated) Systems [29, 3] have been promoted to provide a basis for the integration of data and database systems. The capability of systems to cooperate in such environments is called interoperability.

Our objective in this paper is to contribute to a conceptual approach to integrate distributed and heterogeneous resources and services through global applications. Such applications are based on logically distributed, heterogeneously structured and often semantically overlapping (semantic compatibility [25]) data and services. On the conceptual level, we have to be concerned about finding out which data or service is relevant, where it is located and how information can be structurally and dynamically related. It is obvious that global applications on top of several (remote) databases are becoming more and more important in the light of distributed heterogeneous systems in one organization [31].

It is important to model global applications independently of implementation and concrete data model issues as far as possible. Only this approach makes local systems compatible [23, 3] and allows us to deal with semantic reconciliation and semantic-based integration in a formal way. Furthermore, applications are dynamic – they model e.g. office or business procedures or manufacturing processes or even a combination of them. Therefore, a conceptual formalism must be able to model dynamics and behavior.

A special point is that an interoperable environment must be regarded as being open – it must be extensible by new local systems and applications, the local systems must remain autonomous as far as possible. Thus, we must also be able to model on a logical level how federated components are interconnected and how communication takes place between them. Furthermore, we should be able to model views or interfaces on components [17].

The approach described in this paper introduces an object-oriented logical formalism that allows to both re-modelling local databases and services in terms of a global canonical model and to conceptually specify global applications on top of local databases and even other types of local systems. The ideas of object-orientation nicely reflect the concept of a client-server relationship between applications and underly-